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BULGARIA 
Air Force Bases; Museum of Aviation, Plovdiv 

 
As your Tour Operator IAAT has a duty of care toward its travellers so the following conditions have been 
added to our 2022 itineraries: subject to change. 
 

In light of the ongoing COVID-19 virus, tours will only operate if: 

 The UK travel ban to the country or countries has been lifted 

 The host country or countries has no travel ban in place 

 The advice from www.gov.uk states there are no health restrictions in the host country 

 
It’s been too long since we last visited the Bulgarian Air 
Force and we shouldn’t leave it any longer. They currently 
have 2 fabulous, classical Soviet aircraft in their inventory 
- but for how long?: the very rare Su-25 (pictured left) and 
the big, noisy beast that is the MiG-29! Website: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulgarian_Air_Force . 
 
We will be requesting visits to all their main airbases: 
Sofia, Graf Ignatievo, Plovdiv/Krumovo, Bezmer and 
Dolna Mitropolia.  
 
To photograph and/or log all aircraft: be they parked, 
taxiing, landing, taking off or in storage/wfu. 

 
In Plovdiv we also look around the large collection of mainly military aircraft in the Museum of Aviation. 
 
Currently, as of October 2021, there is a caretaker government governing Bulgaria, pending a general 
election.  We have been informed that until the new government is in office, any decision taken now by the 
Ministry of Defence could be changed after the election. March could be the earliest for a yes or a no.  
However, if you are interested you can book your place on the tour now: no deposit will be taken until the 
base visits are confirmed and you have re-confirmed your booking.  
 
We fly from London’s Heathrow Airport on British Airway’s current (October 21) scheduled services (subject 
to change), to/from Sofia; travel around the country in a deluxe coach – see note in General Information on 
page 5; stay each night in a comfortable hotel on a bed and breakfast (B&B) basis; and are accompanied by 
one of our well-travelled and experienced Tour Managers.  
 
Note: you must have had 2 Covid vaccinations and be able to provide proof when requested. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

PROVISIONAL ITINERARY & GENERAL INFORMATION 
DATES TO BE CONFIRMED – SEPTEMBER? 
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PROVISIONAL ITINERARY (all times local) 
 
DAY 1: SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER  
Between 12:00 and 12:40 please check-in with British Airways in Terminal 5 at London’s Heathrow Airport. 
Then meet your Ian Allan Tour Manager, and fellow enthusiasts who will be gathering by Column G; this is 
located in the Departures Hall immediately before the self-service check-in podiums (not the usual line of 
check-in and fast bag-drop desks).  Latest recommended check-in time is 2-hours prior to departure: 12:40. 
 
 London Heathrow Airport, Terminal 5 Flight: BA 890                         Departs: 14:40 
 Sofia                                  Arrives: 19:50 
 
After Passport Control, Baggage Reclaim and Customs we enter the Arrivals Hall and meet our coach driver.   
 
We stay the night in Sofia at the Hotel Rila on a B&B basis. Located in the heart of the Bulgarian capital, it is 
only yards from the President’s Building, the National Theatre, the Archaeological Museum and Vitosha 
Boulevard.  The hotel has an on-site restaurant and bar with free Wi-Fi. It is surrounded by museums, 
theatres, banks, restaurants, bars and shops.  
 
DAY 2: MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 
Today we visit 16 Transport Air Base in Sofia. Based here are An-30,      
C-27J, L-410 UVP-E and PC-12Ms. 
 
Also here, with the KPO HQ flight, is the Bulgarian Air Force’s last 
operational An-2 (pictured right), used for parachute training. 
 
We then head south, arriving 2 hours later in Plovdiv.  
 
Before going to the hotel, daylight and time permitting, we make a couple of quick stops: in the grounds of 
the Plovdiv International Fair Monument there is a classic An-2 on display. And the Plovdiv Technical 
University Monument is a MiG-21 no less!  
 
We stay 2 nights at the Hotel Mirena which has a on-site restaurant, bar and free wi-fi. Breakfast is included. 
Website: www.mirenahotel.com/ 
 
This evening why not visit the Old Town with its 19th century cobblestone streets, architecture, restaurants, 
cafes and bars. 

  
DAY 3: TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 
This morning we are guests of the 24 Vertoletna Aviacionna Basa, 
Krumovo.  
 
Flying from here are the Mi-24Vs of 1/24 Vertoletna Avio Eskadrilla 
(pictured left), Mi-17s and AS 532ULs of 2/24 Vertoletna Avio Eskadrila 
and, Bell 206B-3s of the Otdelna Uchebno Aviozveno. 
 
Driving north, in half an hour we arrive at Graf Ignatievo. 

 
This is a ‘heavy metal’ base – 3 Iztrebiteina Aviacionna Basa is home to the 1/3 Iztrebitelna Avio Eskadrila 
and their MiG-29As and UBs. 
 
DAY 4: WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 
This morning we visit the Museum of Aviation.  
 
A huge collection (picture right shows only some of it), it includes 
the worlds only preserved German Arado-196A-3 seaplane, flown 
by the Luftwaffe (and the Bulgarian Air Force) in WW II.  Website: 
www.airmuseum-bg.com/eng/Kolekcii/LetAparat_samolet.html  
 
After the visit we head east to Yambol and our hotel for the night, 
the Diana Palace. Breakfast is included. 
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This 3-star hotel is located in the centre of Yambol, in the pedestrian area with its parks, shops and 
restaurants. The air-conditioned rooms include a TV, seating area and private bathroom. Wi-fi is free in 
public areas and some rooms. A full buffet is provided each morning in the breakfast room.  On-site is a 
restaurant serving Bulgarian and international dishes; and a bar.  
 
DAY 5: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER  

Bezmer, our next base visit is only a 15-minutes drive away.  The 22 
Shturmova Aviacionna Basa is home to a very rare species of  ‘frog’: 
the Sukhoi variant. In fact 2 variants, the Su-25K and the              
Su-25UBK (pictured left).   
 
It is thought that around 14 Frogfoots remain operational. 
 
We are shown around their home: 1/22 Shturmova Avio Eskadrila. 
 
At the end of our visit we travel on to northern Bulgaria, to Pleven– 
a journey of about 2.5 hours including ‘leg stretch’ stops. 

 
We stay tonight in the town centre, at the Hotel Rostov on a B&B basis; on-site facilities include a restaurant 
and bar. Website: http://rostov.bg/ . 
 
DAY 6: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER  
This morning we are on Dolna Mitropoliya, a civil airport and 
airbase, located about 5 miles out of Pleven. 
 
It is the home of the aviation faculty of the National Defence 
University and a flight training base: Utchebna Avio Eskadrila   
L-39, with their Aero L-39As and, Utchebna Avio Eskadrila PC9 
flying Pilatus PC-9s (pictured right). 
 
At the end of the our visit we return to Sofia, about a 2½ hours 
drive (with ‘leg stretch’ stops en-route). 
 
We stay on a B&B basis at the Hotel Rila, where we stayed on Day 1, in the centre of the Bulgarian capital.   
  
DAY 7: SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 
At 10:00 we depart by coach for Sofia Airport, stopping off at the 2 aircraft on display near the airport: a 
former Balkan and Hemus Air Tu-134 and Yak-40.  
 
Alternatively, transfer at a time of your own choosing, and expense, to the airport which is 4 miles away, to 
log and photograph airliners. 
 
Arriving at the airport we check in with British Airways for our flight to Heathrow; latest check in time is 2 
hours prior to departure: 12:20. 
 
 Sofia      Flight: BA 891                         Departs: 14:20 
 London Heathrow Airport, Terminal 5                           Arrives:  15:50 
 
Whilst waiting for our luggage in Baggage Reclaim we take the opportunity to bid each other farewell – until 
we meet again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PRICE 

PER PERSON 

 
TOUR: 223 
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From: £ TBA Package price based on sharing a twin bedded room on a bed and 

breakfast basis 
 

From: £ TBA 
 
Single room supplement 

 
From: £ TBA 

 
Land-only (NO flights) PLEASE SPEAK WITH ONE OF OUR 
CONSULTANTS BEFORE BOOKING 
 

 
 

TOUR PRICE INCLUDES 
 
 Flights on the scheduled services of British Airways from London’s Heathrow Airport, as stated 
 UK and Bulgarian airport taxes,  
 UK Passenger Service Charge 
 Coach transfers as stated 
 6 nights hotel accommodation in rooms with en-suite facilities 
 Breakfast each morning in the hotels 
 Admission to all museums, as stated 
 Services of an Ian Allan Tour Manager throughout 
 Gratuity for coach driver 
 

NOT INCLUDED 
 
 Meals, other than those stated  
 Visa – not required by British passport holders 
 Travel insurance – see page 6 
 Any fee for taking photographs in museums– please note the use of flash is normally not permitted 
 Personal expenditure, e.g. telephone calls, laundry, drinks, etc. 
 Tips and gratuities  
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Payment for Ian Allan Aviation Tours 
A deposit of £400.00 per person should accompany your Booking Form, with the balance due 10 weeks prior 
to the tour’s departure.  Please see your Booking Confirmation/Invoice for the exact date.  Please note that a 
reminder of the payment date will not be sent.   
 
Passports and Visas 
Citizens of the UK are required to be in possession of a Full UK Passport, which must be valid for at least 6 
months from the date of your return. You may also refer to the World Travel Guide website: 
www.wtgonline.com for general information on passports, visas and health requirements. 
 
UK/EU passport holders do not require a visa to enter Bulgaria.  
 
Covid and Entry Requirements 
The current entry requirements (October 2021) will most certainly have changed (at least once) between now 
and the date of travel. We have not, therefore, included the current criteria. 
 
Further information can be found on the UK government’s Travel Advice website at: 
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/bulgaria . 
 
Foreign & Commonwealth Office (FCO) Consular Advice 
The FCO's consular service is a major operation. Every hour of every day consular staff around the world are 
advising and helping British nationals. For up-to-date passport, visa and security information on the 
destination you intend visiting, we suggest you visit:  www.fco.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo 
 
In addition, the Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA) provides an Information Line for UK callers 
only, telephone: 020 3117 0599.  This line is open between the hours 10:00 – 16:00, Monday to Friday 
(excluding bank holidays). 
 
Coach Travel 
Ian Allan Aviation Tours only use coaches chartered from reputable companies, with a driver. Where we have 
had to cancel a tour, due to the small number of bookings, we have looked at the possibility of renting a 16-18 
seater mini-van, with our tour manager driving. However, without exception, the hiring of such a vehicle is 
illegal if any of the occupants make any payment towards the rental price, fuel and/or other expenses - 
known as “for hire or reward”.  Any such rental, made without these facts being made known to the rental 
company at the time of booking, also invalidates all insurance covering the vehicle, contents and persons. 
The DVLA has also confirmed that any “for hire or reward” rental could breach the normal driving 
classification of a standard U.K. driver’s license.  Therefore, we do not undertake any tours using 9-18 seater 
mini-vans from a rental company; either with our tour manager, or a member of the group, driving. 
 
Baggage Regulations – British Airways – Departing from London’s Heathrow Airport 
Checked Baggage: Included within the cost of your British Airways ticket is 1 piece of ‘checked’ baggage per 
person, the total dimensions of which must not exceed 190cm x 75cm x 65cm (75in x 29½in x 25½in), 
including the handle, pockets and wheels. Maximum weight is 23kg (50lb). 
 
Cabin Baggage: for travel out of London’s Heathrow Airport you may take 1 carry-on bag (and 1 personal 
item). Your main piece of hand baggage can be up to the dimensions of 56cm x 45cm x 25cm (22in x 18in x 
10in), including handles and wheels. You must be able to lift the bag into the overhead locker unaided. Carry-
on baggage must be stowed in carry-on compartments of the aircraft, under a seat, or in an overhead locker. 
Your bag must also fit into the bag gauge, available at the check-in area. All larger-sized items must go in the 
aircraft’s hold. 
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Restrictions remain in place for the carriage of liquids, gels, and creams in hand baggage for all passengers 
departing from and transferring through all EU airports. Some other airports around the world operate their 
own restrictions. Customers are advised to check before they travel. 
 
Limited quantities of liquids (individual containers must not exceed 100ml or 3½ fl oz), are allowed as hand 
baggage but must be carried separately through security in a clear plastic, zip-top or re-sealable bag that does 
not exceed 20cm x 20cm (8 inches x 8 inches), or quart size. Items must fit in the bag comfortably and the 
bag must be completely closed. 
 
The bag can only contain liquids such as shampoo, suntan lotions, creams, toothpaste, hair gel and hair 
spray, perfumes, cosmetics such as mascara and lip gloss, water and other drinks, soups and syrups and 
other items of a similar consistency. 
 
Cigarette lighters are NOT permitted in hold baggage or through the security search. These may be purchased 
airside. 
 
Hand baggage can also include electronic equipment such as mobile phones, digital cameras and MP3 
players (such as i-Pods). Laptops must be removed from the bag for x-ray. 
 
All batteries must be fully charged. 
 
Prescription medicines in liquid form, e.g. diabetic kit can also be included. 
 
At security all remaining items should be placed in the tray provided for screening, e.g. car keys and fobs, 
cash, solid food, books, newspapers, cigarettes and tobacco, belts and shoes. Pushchairs and walking aids are 
permitted but must be x-ray screened. All wheelchairs will be subject to search. Please note: you may be 
subject to a hand search by the security team and required to remove footwear to be x-ray screened. 
 
Meals 
On this tour breakfast each morning in the hotels are included in the tour price. 
 
Health Requirements 
There are no known mandatory or recommended precautions for visiting Bulgaria; however, we recommend 
you consult your local doctor or health centre for the latest information. 
 
Climate and Dress 
If you enjoy slightly cooler conditions, whist still being able to walk around in a t-shirt and shorts, then 
September is perfect, with an average temperature of around 17°C, reaching a high of 19°C. Evenings are 
cooler, at around 14°C, making October the perfect time to visit. We therefore recommend light items of 
clothing plus a jacket for the cool evenings. 
 
Local Currency 
The local currency is the Bulgarian Leva.  You can buy Leva from banks and foreign exchange offices in the 
UK. There are many exchange bureaux in Bulgaria that normally accept sterling and other major currencies. 
Check the rates of exchange before making a transaction. Where possible, change money in banks, large 
hotels, or exchange bureaux. Don’t use sellers on the street. You may not be able to exchange Scottish and 
Northern Irish notes. 
 
There is a large network of ATMs that accept standard international credit and debit cards. Check with your 
UK card provider whether you will be able to use these machines to withdraw Leva. 
 
Travel Insurance 
A copy of the policy must be forwarded to Eton Travel Ltd. 
 
Wheelchair Assistance at Airports. 
Anyone requiring wheelchair assistance at airports must have this service requested and confirmed in 
advance. Airlines and/or airports can no longer provide this service without prior confirmation, therefore, 
please annotate your booking form accordingly. 
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Flexible Itinerary 
We are very happy for enthusiasts to take time away from the printed itinerary to pursue their own interests 
so long as they inform the Tour Manager.  It will be the individual’s responsibility to ensure that they re-join 
the group in the hotel at the stated time on the day of departure. 
 
Land Only Price 
For enthusiasts who would prefer to join/leave the tour at the group’s hotel in Sofia, instead of flying from 
London’s Heathrow Airport with the main group, we have provided a ‘Land Only’ price.  
 
No airport/hotel transfers are included in the price; the few miles between the airport and hotel by taxi, 
would be at your own expense. 
 
You are strongly advised to contact us before making your own flight arrangements in the event that there 
has been a change to the published itinerary.   
 
Flight Timings & Connecting Travel Arrangements to Departure Airport 
All flight departure and arrival times are correct at the time of preparing each itinerary; however, airlines 
may change these times with little or no prior warning.  In practice such changes are only a few minutes 
either way and the final itinerary will show the actual times.  Clients making their own arrangements to get to 
the departure airport by air, rail, coach etc., should bare the above in mind if purchasing non-refundable or 
non-changeable tickets.  Ian Allan Aviation Tours/Eton Travel Ltd cannot be held responsible for any 
changes to flight times and any privately arranged travel tickets to the airport becoming invalid.  
 
Pre-departure 
For flights to Sofia from UK regional airports, please call Ian Allan Aviation Tours on 01932 255625 for the 
latest special offers available. 
 
Airport Hotel and/or Car Parking: we can offer special rates for the above at most UK airports, please 
ask for details. 
 
Tours Affected by World Events or Unforeseen/Unplanned Circumstances 
In an ever-changing world, events may occur immediately before or during a tour that result in cancellations 
or changes to the tour itinerary.  For example, an increase in security may result in an approved visit being 
cancelled by the host, etc...  Ian Allan Aviation Tours/Eton Travel Ltd cannot be held responsible for any tour 
being cancelled, or itineraries affected, due to world events or circumstances beyond our control. 
 
 

* * * 

 
 


